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Inventor aims to offer the Air Conditioning professional and end-user top quality products at competitive prices. We offer unique products and flexible services to meet the specific needs of every customer; this is Your Conditions. Always being innovative, we offer Smart Wi-Fi Technology to enable users to control their climate easily from anywhere and to create the ideal conditions in

their homes, while saving energy and money. All Inventor Air Conditioning products are accompanied with either a 2-Year or 5-Year Warranty. The high quality of raw materials and the special production process guarantee the excellent performance of all Inventor products for many years, even for the most demanding conditions. The competitive advantage of Inventor Air
Conditioning products is our engagement with our customers, relying always on top quality and reliability. Dr. Ligler has pioneered inventions in endocrinology and is widely recognized for her work including the first portable rapid diagnostic analyzer for the diabetes industry Inventor Professional 2017 Portable Ligler was elected to the NAE in 2005, serving on the NAE Council from

2014 to 2020. She is a Fellow of the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the SPIE, and the National Academy of Inventors. She actively supports NIHFs Collegiate Inventors Competition and flagship program for K-6 students, Camp Invention. During Operation Desert Storm, Ligler was instrumental in
producing tactical sensors for detecting botulinum toxin and anthrax. Her incorporation of microfluidic channels and miniaturized optics enabled portable devices into which users could simply inject a sample for testing. She and her team demonstrated the first airborne biosensor for biological warfare agents and developed the underlying technology for the RAPTOR portable,

automated biosensor, which was tested by NATO for use in analyzing biological toxins and pathogens, and was used to test water deliveries to U.S. Navy ships in Bahrain. A more advanced system incorporated an array of biological detector molecules to identify pathogens in food or indicators of disease in clinical samples.
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How often do you hear of a situation where the healthcare professional is in a hospital ICU. They could be there for days, weeks, or even months. And in this world of high tech, every
minute counts. Monitoring patients on machines for extended periods of time has changed the way the medical profession does business, and has allowed for a far more efficient and
effective management of the patients care. As technology advances, monitoring devices have become far more compact and reliable, allowing medical professionals to do their jobs in

a more efficient manner. This article explains just how technology has improved the efficiency of medical professionals across the globe. The next logical step in patient monitoring
was to devise a system that allowed medical professionals to monitor all four vital signs (heart rate, respiratory rate, temperature, and blood pressure) at once, and over an indefinite
period of time. With Himmelstein and Scheiners invention of the cardiotachoscope in 1952, and advances in physiological monitoring system technologies by electronics companies in
the 1960s, meant that patient monitoring systems were improving almost year on year. Ligler was elected to the NAE in 2005, serving on the NAE Council from 2014 to 2020. She is a

Fellow of the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the SPIE, and the National Academy of Inventors.
She actively supports NIHFs Collegiate Inventors Competition and flagship program for K-6 students, Camp Invention. 5ec8ef588b
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